
CLP Podcast 476 -- 11/9/21 
 

• Main Event at the WSOP going on 

• What's your favorite CLP content? 

• Brunson Hand  
 

EMAIL: 
 
Hi Bart, 
 
Love your content. I am playing 2/5 NL here in Colorado, and am currently in a pretty 
long downswing. One problem I am having is that I think I am pretty good at knowing 
how to play post when heads up, but now that no one folds, and pots go multiway, I feel 
less confident about maneuvering. I know that I can't bluff as much, and so I feel I am 
reduced to "getting lucky." So my question is, should I raise huge to reduce the field, 
and try to play heads up more? Or do I try to get better at playing multiway? It seems 
like the normal raise with 4 or 5 callers, and the big raise with 1 or 2 result in about the 
same SPR going to the flop.  It has certainly been helpful to watch your videos playing in 
Texas, as almost every pot is multi. 
 
Hand 1:   
UTG opens $300.. 2 callers I call 2nd to last straddle w Qd Td, straddle calls. 5 ways 
$1500 
FLOP: Tc 5s 7s I check, Bones bets $700, UTG folds, CO to $2100, I fold, call. $6700 
TURN: Jh. X/$8800 all in. Set over set 55 v 77 
 
Set of 7s we have 2% equity. 
15 combo draw we have 70% equity. 
Even combos of 77 and combos draws is (70+2)/2= 36% 
3:2 combos of 77 to combo draws is (2+2+2+70+70)/5 =29% 
3:1 combos of 77 to combos draws is (2+2+2+79)/4 =19% 
 
Hand 2:   
5/10/25/50 --  $6,800 effective.  
MP opens $150, and I call in straddle Ac 4c ... second straddle calls. $500 
 
FLOP: 538ccc I lead $200, next to act calls, and pfr folds. $900 
TURN: Ad I check he bets $500, I call. $1900 
RIVER: Td I check he bets $800 I jam.. $6000.. he calls.   
 
 



 
 
  


